
Application form example





Sample

❶Write the information about the applicant.
Date of application, full name (furigana), gender, year and date of birth, current 
address, telephone number

❷ Check the current status of your child rearing allowance certification in the City of 
Yokohama.

(1) If you are already certified, 
write the certificate number of 
the child rearing allowance. 
We have already mailed a 
notification to the recipients of 
the child rearing allowance.
See the certificate number 
written on it.

(2) If you are not certified yet, 
do not write anything in the certificate number column but write on the back of 
the form.

Those who have been certified a child rearing allowance do not need to write on the back of the form.
However, as for those whose household composition (Such as an increase or decrease in the number 
of children or child rearing obligor) have changed recently (Generally, from the previous, current state 
form of the fiscal year of 2020), those who have not reported it to the City of Yokohama should only 
write what has changed among the items on the back of the form.

❸ Be sure to check [oaths/agreements].

〇 Do not write in this column.

(Front)

Continue on the back.

Application form
(For recipients of public pension benefit, etc.)

１

２

３

●



Sample

Application form (For recipients of public pension benefit, etc.)

❹Write about public pensions, etc.* the applicant or the child you offer custody is 
receiving. *Includes bereaved family compensation of the death of a father or mother.

Type of public pension, etc., basic pension number, recipient

❺Write about the child who meets the child rearing allowance's payment requirements 
as of March 31, 2022.

Full name (furigana), relationship, gender, existence of disability, year and date 
of birth, cohabitation or separate living

If you are living separately from the child and you offer custody, you need a separate living custody petition 
form.

❻Write if you have a spouse who lives with you and a child rearing obligor who 
financially supports the family together. Also check the receiving status of those 
public pensions, etc.

(Back)

[Documents that must be attached to this document]
Resident register, documents certifying receipt of public pension, etc., petitions, etc.
* These are not required for those who have been certified a child rearing allowance.

* Children who can be written here are those who welcomed March 31st for the first time on or after 
March 31st, 2023, after becoming 18 years old, or are disabled and are under 20 years old at the 
application time.

* “Disability” refers to a state of disability specified in Article 1, Paragraph 1 of the Enforcement 
Ordinance of the Child Rearing Allowance Law. We may check the disability state for those in a state of 
disability, have passed the first March 31st after becoming 18 years old and are under 20 years old. 

* Use 2 application forms if you have 4 or more children to offer custody. In this case, you only need to 
write the applicant information on the front of the form and the child to be added.

* Child rearing obligor refers to a lineal relative such as parents, grandparents, children, 
grandchildren of the applicant who is directly related and shares the household living expenses with 
the applicant (or maintain the applicant's living expenses if the applicant is the caregiver). 

* Use 2 application forms if you have 4 or more support obligor, etc. and need more space. In that 
case, you only need to write the applicant information on the front of the form and the child rearing 
obligor to be added.

If there is a child rearing obligor, etc., you must submit a petition form for the amount of revenue 
(income) of the child rearing obligor and the applicant.

❼ Tick the item that meets the child rearing allowance's payment requirements of April 
2022. 

❽Write a bank account in which we can transfer money. Be sure to write the 
information after checking the information recorded in your bankbook. Write the 
account name in katakana.

４

５

６

７

８



Sample

❶Write the information about the applicant.
Date of application, full name (furigana), gender, year and date of birth, current 
address, telephone number

❷ Check the current status of your child rearing allowance certification in the City of 
Yokohama.

(1) If you are already certified, 
write the certificate number 
of the child rearing allowance. 
We have already mailed a 
notification to the recipients 
of the child rearing allowance. 
See the certificate number 
written on it.

(2) If you are not certified yet, 
do not write anything in the certificate number column but write on the back of 
the form.

Those who have been certified a child rearing allowance do not need to write on the back of the form.
However, as for those whose household composition (Such as an increase or decrease in the number 
of children or child rearing obligor) have changed recently (Generally, from the previous, current state 
form of the fiscal year of 2020), those who have not reported it to the City of Yokohama should only 
write what has changed among the items on the back of the form.

❸ Be sure to check [oaths/agreements].

〇 Do not write in this column.

(Front)

Continue on the back.

Application form 
(For those with sudden household financial changes)

１

２

３

●



Sample

Application form (For those with sudden household financial changes)

❹Write about the child who meets the child rearing allowance's payment requirements 
at the time the application. 
Full name (furigana), relationship, gender, existence of disability, year and date of 
birth, cohabitation or separate living

If you are living separately from the child and you offer custody, you need a separate living custody 
petition form.

❺Write if you have a spouse who lives with you and a child rearing obligor who 
financially supports the family together. Also check the receiving status of those 
public pensions, etc.

(Back)

[Documents that must be attached to this document]
Resident register and petition forms, etc.
* These are not required for those who have been certified a child rearing allowance.

* Children who can be written here are those who welcomed March 31st for the first time on or after 
March 31st, 2023, after becoming 18 years old, or are disabled and are under 20 years old at the 
application time.

* “Disability” refers to a state of disability specified in Article 1, Paragraph 1 of the Enforcement 
Ordinance of the Child Rearing Allowance Law. We may check the disability state for those in a state 
of disability, have passed the first March 31st after becoming 18 years old and are under 20 years old.

* Use 2 application forms if you have more than 6 children to offer custody. In this case, you only need 
to write the applicant information on the front of the form and the child to be added.

* A child rearing obligor refers to a lineal relative such as parents, grandparents, children, 
grandchildren of the applicant who is directly related and shares the household living expenses with 
the applicant (or maintain the applicant's living expenses if the applicant is the caregiver).

* Use 2 application forms if you have 4 or more support obligors, etc. and need more space. In that 
case, you only need to write the applicant information on

If there is a child rearing obligor, etc., you must submit a petition form for the amount of revenue 
(income) of the child rearing obligor and the applicant.

❻ Tick the item that meets the child rearing allowance's payment requirements at the 
application time.

❼Write a bank account in which we can transfer money. Be sure to write the 
information after checking the information recorded in your bankbook. Write the 
account name in katakana.

４

５

６

７



Sample

❶ Write the information about the applicant.
Date of application, full name, gender, year and date of birth, current address, 
telephone number, certificate number (Only those who have been certified a child 
rearing allowance)

(Front)

[Before writing the petition form]
☑ This petition uses a form when the applicant is a father or mother. If you are a caregiver, submit the 

separate sheet, “Revenue petition form (For the applicant [caregiver] himself/herself).” 
☑ In principle, submit it with the application form.
☑ Submit the separate sheet, “Revenue petition form (For child rearing obligors)” if you have any child 

rearing obligors, etc.

１

❷Write the revenue situation of the applicant in 2020.
Child rearing fee, salary revenue, business revenue or real estate revenue, revenue 
equivalent  to pension (pension revenue − child rearing allowance equivalent)
* Write the total revenue instead of the net income for salary revenue.

* You must attach a document to prove the revenue you have written.
* If you cannot attach it due to losing it or other reasons, or if you have no revenue and do not have 

documents to prove it, submit the separate sheet, “Revenue (expected) petition form separate sheet.”

２

３
❸Write the total amount of each revenue written in ❷.

Continue on the back.

Revenue petition form
(For the applicant [father or mother] himself/herself)
(For recipients of public pension benefit, etc.)



Sample

❹Write the full names of the relatives, etc. (including children) whom the applicant 
supports and shares the household living expenses.
• If the relatives, etc. you wrote are 16 years old or older and under 23 years old, 

tick “◎”
• If the relatives, etc. you wrote are relatives who are 70 years old or older or is a 

spouse, tick  “○”

(Back)

❺ Determine the standard amount for determining the revenue.
Tick the number of people you wrote in ❹.

❻ Check if the applicant's revenue is below the selected standard amount.

Standard amount selected in ❺
+ number of ◎ in ❹× 150,000 yen
+ number of 〇 in ❹× 100,000 yen

Standard amount
Annual revenue of ❸＞

〇 Do not write in this column.

* Also consider making a petition using a separate sheet, “Income petition form,” as even if the revenue is 
surpassing it, the income after deducting various deductions may be below it.

[Documents that must be attached to this document]
Certificate about various revenue (taxation certificate, account book, pension 
decision notice, etc.)

* Use 2 application forms if you have 6 or more people to support and need more space. 
In this case, you only need to write the applicant information on the front of the form and the person 
to be added.

* If you have 6 or more people, write the amount after adding 475,000 yen for each additional person.

Revenue petition form (For the applicant [father or mother] himself/herself)
(For recipients of public pension benefit, etc.)

４

５

６



Sample

❶Write the information about the applicant.
Date of writing, full name, gender, year and date of birth, current address, telephone 
number, certificate number (Only those who have been certified a child rearing 
allowance)

(Front)

[Before writing the petition form]
☑ This petition uses a form when the applicant is a father or mother. If you are a caregiver, submit the 

separate sheet, “Revenue petition form (For the applicant [caregiver] himself/herself).” 
☑ In principle, submit it with the application form.
☑ Submit the separate sheet, “Revenue petition form (For child rearing obligors)” if you have any child 

rearing obligors, etc.

１

❸ Calculate the applicant's revenue of a single month after writing the revenue (one 
month) of the month of your choice or after February 2020 and add up each revenue.
Child rearing fee, salary revenue, business revenue or real estate revenue, revenue 
equivalent to pension (pension revenue − child rearing allowance equivalent)
* Write the total revenue instead of the net income for salary revenue.

* You must attach a document to prove the revenue you have written.
* If you cannot attach it due to losing it or other reasons, or if you have no revenue and do not have 

documents to prove it, submit the separate sheet, “Revenue (expected) petition form separate sheet.”

３

❹Multiply the total revenue calculated in ❸ by 12.
This is the expected revenue of the applicant.

Continue on the back.

❷ Check that your revenue has decreased due to the effect of COVID-19.

２

４

Expected revenue petition form
(For the applicant [father or mother] himself/herself)
(For those with sudden household financial changes)



Sample (Back)

５

６

７

❺Write the full names of the relatives, etc. (including children) whom the applicant 
supports and shares the household living expenses. 
• If the relatives, etc. you wrote are 16 years old or older and under 23 years old, 

tick “◎”
• If the relatives, etc. you wrote are relatives who are 70 years old or older or is a 

spouse, tick  “○”

❻ Determine the standard amount for determining the revenue.
Tick the number of people you wrote in ❺.

❼ Check if the applicant's revenue is below the selected standard amount.

Standard amount selected in ❻
+ number of ◎ in ❺× 150,000 yen
+ number of 〇 in ❺× 100,000 yen

Standard amount
Annual expected 

revenue of ❹＞

〇 Do not write in this column.

* Also consider making a petition using a separate sheet, “Income petition form,” as even if the revenue is 
surpassing it, the income after deducting various deductions may be below it.

[Documents that must be attached to this document]
Certificate about various revenue (pay slip, account book, pension decision notice, 
etc.)

* Use 2 application forms if you have 6 or more people to support and need more space. 
In this case, you only need to write the applicant information on the front of the form and the person 
to be added.

* If you have 6 or more people, write the amount after adding 475,000 yen for each additional person.

Expected revenue petition form 
(For the applicant [father or mother] himself/herself)
(For those with sudden household financial changes)



Sample

❶Write the information about the applicant.
Date of writing, full name, gender, year and date of birth, current address, 
telephone number, certificate number (Only those who have been certified 
a child rearing allowance)

(Front)

[Before writing the petition form]
☑ This petition uses a form when the applicant is a caregiver. If you are a father or mother, submit the 

separate sheet, “Revenue petition form (For the applicant [father or mother] himself/herself).” 
☑ In principle, submit it with the application form.
☑ Submit the separate sheet, “Revenue petition form (For child rearing obligors)” if you have any child 

rearing obligors, etc.

１

❷Write the revenue situation of the applicant in 2020.
Child rearing fee, salary revenue, business revenue or real estate revenue, revenue 
equivalent  to pension (pension revenue − child rearing allowance equivalent)
* Write the total revenue instead of the net income for salary revenue.

* You must attach a document to prove the revenue you have written.
* If you cannot attach it due to losing it or other reasons, or if you have no revenue and do not have 

documents to prove it, submit the separate sheet, “Revenue (expected) petition form separate sheet.”

２

３

❸Write the total amount of each revenue written in ❷.

Continue on the back.

Revenue petition form
(For the applicant [caregiver] himself/herself) 
(For recipients of public pension benefit, etc.)



Sample

●What to check in the case of revenue standard A
• If the relatives, etc. you wrote are 16 years old or older and under 23 years old, tick “◎”
• If the relatives, etc. you wrote are relatives who are 70 years old or older or is a spouse, tick  “○”
●What to check in the case of revenue standard B
• If the relatives, etc. you wrote are relatives who are 70 years old or older or is a spouse, tick  “○”
* Use 2 application forms if you have 6 or more people to support and need more space.

In this case, you only need to write the applicant information on the front of the form and the 
person to be added.

(Back)

❻ Following the classification you chose, determine the standard amount for 
determining the revenue. Tick the number of people you wrote in ❺.

〇 Do not write in this column.

* Also consider making a petition using a separate sheet, “Income petition form,” as even if the revenue is 
surpassing it, the income after deducting various deductions may be below it.

[Documents that must be attached to this document]
Certificate about various revenue (taxation certificate, account book, pension 
decision notice, etc.)

* If you have 6 or more people, write the amount after adding 475,000 yen for each additional person.

❹ Select the revenue standard to be determined. 
• Revenue standard A (left column) if you do not offer custody to the child defined 

in the box.
• Revenue standard B (right column) if you do offer custody to the child defined in 

the box.

❺ Following the classification you chose, write the full names of the relatives, etc. 
(including children) whom the applicant financially supports and shares the 
household living expenses.

❼ Following the classification you chose, check if the annual revenue is below the 
applicable standard amount.

Standard amount selected in ❻
+ number of “◎*” × 150,000 yen
+ number of “○*” × 100,000 yen

Standard amount
Annual revenue 

of ❸＞

* Be sure to only tick one and do not tick both boxes.

○ In the case of standard amount of revenue standard A *◎
Relatives, etc. who are 16 years old 
or older and under 23 years old 
whom you have ticked
*○
Relatives who are 70 years old or 
older or spouses whom you have 
ticked

Standard amount selected in ❻
+ number of “○*” × 60,000 yen

Standard amount
Annual revenue 

of ❸＞

○ In the case of standard amount of revenue standard B

*○
Relatives who are 70 years old or 
older whom you have ticked 
(excluding spouses)

Revenue petition form (For the applicant [caregiver] himself/herself) 
(For recipients of public pension benefit, etc.)４

５

６

７



Sample (Front)

Continue on the back.

❶Write the information about the applicant.
Date of writing, full name, gender, year and date of birth, current address, 
telephone number, certificate number (Only those who have been certified a 
child rearing allowance)

[Before writing the petition form]
☑ This petition uses a form when the applicant is a caregiver. If you are a father or mother, submit the 

separate sheet, “Revenue petition form (For the applicant [father or mother] himself/herself).” 
☑ In principle, submit it with the application form.
☑ Submit the separate sheet, “Revenue petition form (For child rearing obligors)” if you have any child 

rearing obligors, etc.

１

❸ Calculate the applicant's revenue of a single month after writing the revenue (one 
month) of the month of your choice in or after February 2020 and add up each 
revenue.
Child rearing fee, salary revenue, business revenue or real estate revenue, revenue 
equivalent  to pension (pension revenue − child rearing allowance equivalent)
* Write the total revenue instead of the net income for salary revenue.

* You must attach a document to prove the revenue you have written.
* If you cannot attach it due to losing it or other reasons, or if you have no revenue and do not have 

documents to prove it, submit the separate sheet, “Revenue (expected) petition form separate sheet.”

３

❹Multiply the total revenue calculated in ❸ by 12. 
This is the expected revenue of the applicant.

❷ Check that your revenue has decreased due to the effect of COVID-19.

２

４

Expected revenue petition form
(For the applicant [caregiver] himself/herself)
(For those with sudden household financial changes)



Sample

●What to check in the case of revenue standard A
• If the relatives, etc. you wrote are 16 years old or older and under 23 years old, tick “◎”
• If the relatives, etc. you wrote are relatives who are 70 years old or older or is a spouse, tick  “○”
●What to check in the case of revenue standard B
• If the relatives, etc. you wrote are relatives who are 70 years old or older or is a spouse, tick  “○”
* Use 2 application forms if you have 6 or more people to support and need more space.

In this case, you only need to write the applicant information on the front of the form and the 
person to be added.

(Back)

５

６

７

❼ Following the classification you chose, determine the standard amount for 
determining the revenue. Tick the number of people you wrote in ❻.

〇 Do not write in this column.

* Also consider making a petition using a separate sheet, “Income petition form,” as even if the revenue is 
surpassing it, the income after deducting various deductions may be below it.

[Documents that must be attached to this document]
Certificate about various revenue (taxation certificate, account book, pension 
decision notice, etc.)

* If you have 6 or more people, write the amount after adding 475,000 yen for each additional person.

８

❺ Select the revenue standard to be determined. 
• Revenue standard A (left column) if you do not offer custody to the child defined 

in the box.
• Revenue standard B (right column) if you do offer custody to the child defined in 

the box.

❻ Following the classification you chose, write the full name of the relatives, etc. 
whom the applicant supports and shares the household living expenses.

❽ Following the classification you chose, check if the expected annual revenue is 
below the applicable standard amount.

Standard amount selected in ❼
+ number of “◎*” × 150,000 yen
+ number of “〇*” × 100,000 yen

Standard amount
Annual expected 

revenue of ❹＞

* Be sure to only tick one and do not tick both boxes.

○ In the case of standard amount of revenue standard A *◎
Relatives, etc. who are 16 years old 
or older and under 23 years old 
whom you have ticked
*〇
Relatives who are 70 years old or 
older or spouses whom you have 
ticked

Standard amount selected in ❼
+ number of “○*” × 60,000 yen

Standard amount
Annual expected 

revenue of ❹＞

○ In the case of standard amount of revenue standard B

*○
Relatives who are 70 years old or 
older whom you have ticked
(excluding spouses)

Expected revenue petition form (For the applicant [caregiver] himself/herself)
(For those with sudden household financial changes)



Sample

❶Write the information about the applicant.
Date of application, full name, gender, year and date of birth, current address, 
telephone number, certificate number (Only those who have been certified a 
child rearing allowance)

(Front)

[Before writing the petition form]
☑ In principle, submit it with the application form.
☑ Submit it if you have any child rearing obligors, etc.

❸Write the revenue situation of the applicant in 2020.
Salary revenue, business revenue or real estate revenue, pension revenue
* Write the total revenue instead of the net income for salary revenue.

* You must attach a document to prove the revenue you have written.
* If you cannot attach it due to losing it or other reasons, or if you have no revenue and do not have 

documents to prove it, submit the separate sheet, “Revenue (expected) petition form separate sheet.”

❹Write the total amount of each revenue written in ❸.

Continue on the back.

* This is not information about child rearing obligors.

❷ Tick the attributes of the child rearing obligor who will be declared.
(Parents, grandparents, children, grandchildren, great-grandparents, 
great-grandchildren, siblings, spouse)
* Limited to those who financially supported the applicant's life as of December 31, 2020.

Revenue petition form 
(For the applicant [child rearing obligor] himself/herself)
(For recipients of public pension benefit, etc.)

１

２
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●



Sample

❺Write the full names of the relatives whom the submitted child rearing obligor  
supports and shares the household living expenses.
• If the relatives, etc. (excluding spouses) you wrote are 70 years old or older, 

tick  “○.”

(Back)

❻ Determine the standard amount for determining the revenue.
Tick the number of people you wrote in ❺.

❼ Check if the child rearing obligor's revenue is below the selected standard amount.

Standard amount selected in ❻
+ number of 〇 in ❺× 60,000 yen

Standard amount
Total revenue of ❹＞

〇 Do not write in this column.

* Also consider making a petition using a separate sheet, “Income petition form,” as even if the revenue is 
surpassing it, the income after deducting various deductions may be below it.

[Documents that must be attached to this document]
Certificate about various revenue (taxation certificate, account book, pension 
decision notice, etc.)

* Use 2 application forms if you have 6 or more people to support and need more space. 
In this case, you only need to write the applicant information on the front of the form and the person 
to be added.

* If you have 6 or more people, write the amount after adding 475,000 yen for each additional person.

❽ After checking the items to be reviewed, the applicant and the child rearing obligor 
must write each of their names.

Revenue petition form 
(For the applicant [For child rearing obligors] himself/herself)
(For recipients of public pension benefit, etc.)

５

６
７

８



Sample

❶Write the information about the applicant.
Date of application, full name, gender, year and date of birth, current address, 
telephone number, certificate number (Only those who have been certified a 
child rearing allowance)

(Front)

[Before writing the petition form]
☑ In principle, submit it with the application form.
☑ Submit it if you have any child rearing obligors, etc.

１

❸ Calculate the submitting child rearing obligor's revenue of a single month after 
writing the revenue (one month) of the month of your choice or after February 
2020 and add up each revenue.
Child rearing fee, salary revenue, business revenue or real estate revenue, 
revenue equivalent to pension
* Write the total revenue instead of the net income for salary revenue.

* You must attach a document to prove the revenue you have written.
* If you cannot attach it due to losing it or other reasons, or if you have no revenue and do not have 

documents to prove it, submit the separate sheet, “Revenue (expected) petition form separate sheet.”

２

４

❹Multiply the total revenue calculated in ❸ by 12. This is the expected revenue of 
the applicant.

Continue on the back.

* This is not information about child rearing obligors.

❷ Tick the attributes of the child rearing obligor who will be declared.
(Parents, grandparents, children, grandchildren, great-grandparents, 
great-grandchildren, siblings, spouse)

３

Expected revenue petition form
(For the applicant [child rearing obligor] himself/herself)
(For those with sudden household financial changes)



Sample

❺Write the full names of the relatives whom the submitted child rearing obligor  
supports and shares the household living expenses.
• If the relatives, etc. (excluding spouses) you wrote are 70 years old or older, 

tick  “○.”

(Back)

５

６ ７

❻ Determine the standard amount for determining the revenue.
Tick the number of people you wrote in ❺.

❼ Check if the child rearing obligor's revenue is below the selected standard amount.

Standard amount selected in ❻
+ number of 〇 in ❺× 60,000 yen

Standard amount
Expected total 
revenue of ❹＞

〇 Do not write in this column.

* Also consider making a petition using a separate sheet, “Income petition form,” as even if the revenue is 
surpassing it, the income after deducting various deductions may be below it.

[Documents that must be attached to this document]
Certificate about various revenue (pay slip, account book, pension decision notice, 
etc.)

* Use 2 application forms if you have 6 or more people to support and need more space.
In this case, you only need to write the applicant information on the front of the form and the person 
to be added.

* If you have 6 or more people, write the amount after adding 475,000 yen for each additional person.

８

❽ After checking the items to be reviewed, the applicant and the child rearing obligor 
must write each of their names.

●

Expected revenue petition form
(For the applicant [For child rearing obligors] himself/herself)
(For those with sudden household financial changes)



Sample

❷Write the annual revenue of the person ❶.
* The total revenue of the “Revenue petition form” submitted together.

(Front)

[Before writing the petition form]
☑ Submit it with the application form and the revenue petition form.

❸ Of the annual revenue of ❷, write the amount to be deducted, referring to the 
standard amount in the documents you have and petition form.
Also deduct the amount equivalent to the social insurance amount (a flat rate of 
80,000 yen) from your revenue.

* Certificates such as an account book is required for proving the deduction of business revenue and real 
estate revenue.

* If you cannot attach it due to other reasons such as loss, submit the separate sheet, “Income (expected) 
petition form separate sheet.”

❹Write the annual income after deducting each deduction from ❷ to ❸.

Continue on the back.

❶ Tick the attributes of the person to be declared.
(Yourself, parents, grandparents, children, grandchildren, great-grandparents, 
great-grandchildren, siblings, spouse)

Income petition form 
(For recipients of public pension benefit, etc.)

１

２

３

４



Sample

Income petition form (For recipients of public pension benefit, etc.)

❺ Select the applicable classification of the standard amount.

(Back)

５

６

７

❻ Following the classification you chose, determine the standard amount for determining 
the income. 
Tick the number of people you wrote in “Revenue petition form.”

❼ Following the classification you chose, check if the annual income is below the 
applicable standard amount.

Standard amount selected in ❻
+ number of “◎*” of “Revenue petition form” × 150,000 yen
+ number of “〇*” of “Revenue petition form” × 100,000 yen

Standard amount
Annual income 

of ❹＞

[Documents that must be attached to this document]
Certificates of expenses about business revenue and real estate revenue (such as 
account book)

* If you have 6 or more people, write the amount after adding 380,000 yen for each additional person.
* Be sure to only tick one and do not tick both boxes.

８

❽ After checking the items to be reviewed, write the applicant (full name (furigana), 
year and date of birth, telephone number, and the child rearing obligor 
himself/herself must write it. 

• Applicable to the left standard amount: Father or mother, caregiver with revenue 
standard A

• Applicable to the right standard amount: Caregiver with revenue standard B, child 
rearing obligor 

* Be sure to only tick one and do not tick both boxes.

○ In the case of the standard amount in the left column

*〇: Relatives (excluding spouses) who are 70 years old or older whom you have ticked on the back 
of “Revenue petition form” attached

Standard amount selected in ❻
+ number of “〇*” of “Revenue petition form” × 60,000 yen

Standard amount Annual income 
of ❹＞

○ In the case of the standard amount in the right column

*◎: Relatives, etc. who are 16 years old or older and under 23 years old whom you have ticked 
on the back of “Revenue petition form” attached

*〇: Relatives who are 70 years old or older or spouses whom you have ticked on the back of 
“Revenue petition form” attached



Sample

❷Write the expected annual revenue of the person ❶.
* The total revenue of the “Expected revenue petition form” submitted together.

(Front)

[Before writing the petition form]
☑ Submit it with the application form and the revenue petition form.１

❸ Of the expected annual revenue of ❷, write the amount to be deducted, referring to 
the standard amount in the documents you have and petition form. Calculate (multiply 
by 12) things such as expenses of a single month for 12 months.
Also deduct the amount equivalent to the social insurance amount (a flat rate of 
80,000 yen) from your revenue.

* Certificates such as an account book is required for proving the deduction of business revenue and real 
estate revenue.

* If you cannot attach it due to other reasons such as loss, submit the separate sheet, “Income (expected) 
petition form separate sheet.”

２

３

❹Write the expected annual income after deducting each deduction from ❷ to ❸.

Continue on the back.

❶ Tick the attributes of the person to be declared.
(Yourself, parents, grandparents, children, grandchildren, great-grandparents, 
great-grandchildren, siblings, spouse)

４

Expected income petition form
(Those with sudden household financial changes)



Sample

❺ Select the applicable classification of the standard amount.

(Back)

５

６

７
❻ Following the classification you chose, determine the standard amount for 

determining the income. 
Tick the number of people you wrote in “Revenue petition form.”

❼ Following the classification you chose, please check if the expected annual income 
is below the applicable standard amount.

Standard amount selected in ❻
+ number of “◎*” of “Expected revenue petition form” × 150,000 yen
+ number of “〇*” of “Expected revenue petition form” × 100,000 yen

Standard amount
Expected annual

income of ❹＞

[Documents that must be attached to this document]
Certificates of expenses about business revenue and real estate revenue (such as 
account book)

* If you have 6 or more people, write the amount after adding 380,000 yen for each additional person.
* Be sure to only tick one and do not tick both boxes.

８

❽ After checking the items to be reviewed, write the applicant (full name [furigana], 
year and date of birth, telephone number) and the child rearing obligor 
himself/herself must write it.

• Applicable to the left standard amount: Father or mother, caregiver with revenue 
standard A

• Applicable to the right standard amount: Caregiver with revenue standard B, child 
rearing obligor

* Be sure to only tick one and do not tick both boxes.

○ In the case of the standard amount in the left column

*〇: Relatives who are 70 years old or older (excluding spouses) whom you have ticked on the back of 
“Expected revenue petition form” attached 

Standard amount selected in ❻
+ number of “〇*of “Expected revenue petition form” × 60,000 yen

Standard amount Expected annual
income of ❹＞

〇 In the case of the standard amount in the right column

*◎: Relatives, etc. who are 16 years old or older and under 23 years old whom you have ticked on 
the back of “Expected revenue petition form” attached

*〇: Relatives who are 70 years old or older or spouses whom you have ticked on the back of 
“Expected revenue petition form” attached

Expected income petition form
(For those with sudden household financial changes)



Sample

❶Write the information about the petitioner.
Date of writing, address, full name (furigana), year and date of birth, 
telephone number

Separate living custody petition form

１

❹ Be sure to check [oaths/agreements].

〇 Do not write in this column.

[Documents that must be attached to this document]
Resident register listing every household member, including the child who will live 
separately

❷Write the child you will live separately and offer custody
Full name (furigana), relationship, year and date of birth, address of separate living 
residence
* Write the full name and address exactly as written on the resident register you will 

attach.
* Write the child you are living separately you wrote in the "City of Yokohama child rearing household life 

support special benefit (for single-parent households) for low-income child rearing households application 
form.” 
Use 2 petition forms if you have 5 or more children to offer custody.

２

❸ Select the reason for living separately. If there are no applicable reasons, select 
“other” and write the reason.

３

4

●



Sample

Receipt refusal notification form

❶Write the information about the applicant.
Certificate number, address, full name, year and date of birth, telephone number

１

〇 Do not write in this column.

●



Sample

❶Write the information about the applicant.
Full name (furigana), gender, year and date of birth, current address, 
telephone number

❹ Be sure to check [oaths/agreements].

〇 Do not write in this column.

❷Write the certificate number if you been certified a child rearing allowance.

１

４

２

３

❸Write a bank account in which we can transfer money. Be sure to write the 
information after checking the information recorded in your bankbook. Write the 
account name in katakana.

We have already mailed a notification 
to the recipients of the child rearing 
allowance.
See the certificate number written on it. 

Payment account registration, etc. 
notification form



Sample

❶Write the information about the petitioner.
Date of writing, address, full name (furigana), year and date of birth, 
telephone number

Cash receipt petition form

１

❸ Be sure to check [oaths/agreements].

〇 Do not write in this column.

[Documents that must be attached to this document]
The City of Yokohama may request confirmation documents as necessary after 
submitting this petition form.

❷ Explain the reason the subsidy cannot be paid by transferring to the petitioner's 
account in detail as much as possible.
* Only for cases the City of Yokohama permits that payment by account transfer 

cannot be made. We can not accept reasons, such as account transfers will be 
subject to seizure. 

２

３

●



Sample

❶Write the information about the petitioner.
Date of writing, address, full name (furigana), year and date of birth, 
telephone number１

❹ Be sure to check [oaths/agreements].

〇 Do not write in this column.

[Documents that must be attached to this document]
The City of Yokohama may request confirmation documents as necessary after 
submitting this petition form.

❷ Select the revenue item you cannot prove the revenue situation.
２

❸Write the reason you cannot prove the revenue situation.
３

４

●

Revenue (expected) petition form separate sheet



Sample

❶Write the information about the petitioner.
Date of writing, address, full name (furigana), year and date of birth, 
telephone number１

❸ Be sure to check [oaths/agreements].

〇 Do not write in this column.

[Documents that must be attached to this document]
The City of Yokohama may request confirmation documents as necessary after 
submitting this petition form.

❷Write the reason why you cannot prove the deduction amount.

２

３

●

Income (expected) petition form separate sheet



Sample

❶Write the information about the petitioner.
Date of writing, address, full name (furigana), year and date of birth, telephone 
number

Petition form for receipt
(For child rearing allowance recipients certified after April 2022)

１

〇 Do not write in this column.

❸ Be sure to check [oaths/agreements].

❷Write the month the child rearing allowance payment started.
* Note that this is not the month the bank transfer was done.

２

３
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